Review of Sessions with Amazon Amanda by “Ironhead”
This review is a composite of two sessions with Amazon Amanda which occurred one year apart. The
first session was 29th April 2013 10th May 2014. These two sessions represented a total of 5 hours being
a ragdoll in comparison to Amazon Amanda. I am not a small man, except in contrast to Her. I am 5’10
and 190lbs but I might as well have been a ragdoll or teddybear.
I had the remarkable good fortune to meet Amanda in Las Vegas for both sessions. This review will differ
somewhat from the others I have read in that Amazon Amanda and I did not pursue squashing/face‐
sitting sessions. I will happily state that I like sessions with Women that possess exceptional physical
power and prefer a sensual‐wrestling type session. Amazon Amanda is excellent for this type encounter;
She is immensely‐strong. I have had sessions with some very noteworthy Women over the 26 years I
have been sessioning. Among them are Deena Zarra, Queen Adrena, Sally McNeil, Maria Calo; I do not
mention these names for purpose of name‐dropping but rather to establish my reference point in
describing the experiences with Amazon Amanda. I will give my bottom‐line with no further delay:
Amazon Amanda is the nicest Woman of any I have ever met; She also is the strongest and most gentle.
She is playful, enjoys effortlessly overpowering Her (lucky) “victims”, She usually is
giggling/chuckling/smiling throughout the session. My particular forte is enjoyment of headscissors. I
will assure the reader that Amanda gives remarkable headscissors. Persons that have seen some of
Amanda’s video clips and/or photos many not realize that She is capable of much more that squashing
and facesitting. Her legs are incredible; they pillars of incomprehensible strength with only the slightest
padding that I will compare to a thin layer of memory‐foam atop concrete. Yes, Her legs are soft, but
that softness is limited and soon gives way to incredible hardness as She increases pressure of Her
scissors. Her entire physique is similar and She recently has begun a workout regimen. I saw Her very
shortly after beginning Her workouts and already She had noticeable abdominal definition and visible
veins in Her biceps and forearms. Gentlemen, Amazon Amanda will establish Herself rapidly as the
premier Strongwoman session wrestler in the U.S. if not the world based upon the early results.
I am not sure what else to add, if you seek to meet an extraordinary Woman with a great personality
and more‐than‐sufficient strength to do as She pleases with basically any man of average stature and
fitness. In closing, I would like to give an objective mention of just how strong Amazon Amanda’s legs
are: in O/our first session I was wearing a medallion around my neck which was on a beaded‐chain.
Amazon Amanda squeezed so tightly that the chain left bruises on my neck, but not just ordinary
bruises… each bead of the chain was visible in the bruise. Amazon Amanda is totally amazing!

